Online Induction and other Trainings at NICF

National Institute of Communication Finance, a central training institute recognized by DOP&T under Department of Telecommunication which caters to providing training to IP&TA&FS probationers, Mid-career training to in-service IP&TAFS officers working in Department of Telecom and Department of Post, induction training to group B and C officers/officials of DOT and DOP, conducting international meeting/training in collaboration of ITU on telecom/IT specific subjects apart from organizing workshops/Conferences on various telecom/postal related subjects and on common subjects such as Taxation, RTI, GeM Procurement, PFMS, IBC, IndAS, Advanced Excel etc. on Monday, 4th May started online induction training of Group B officers (Assistant Accounts Officers posted in various circle offices all over India.

Originally, the online induction training was scheduled from 20th April 2020 but due to technical reasons as it was advised that no official meeting/training was supposed to be conducted on Zoom online platform, the online training schedule was postponed to 4th May 2020. Meanwhile NICF decided to conduct induction training of our Group B officers on Cisco Webex platform.

Over the last few years, online training has surged in popularity. Many organisations cannot spare their employees from their working place due to loss of business and technology has made massive advances, therefore online learning is becoming a much more attractive option when it comes to personal and professional development. Online learning provides great flexibility, among other benefits such as cost reduction, and aids in making the task of arranging development opportunities far easier. Online training is future of training methodologies for even government employees. It may be understood from the seriousness of the government of India regarding launching of iGOT platform through DOP&T on 4th February 2020. NICF planned accordingly in April to conduct a substantial part of their training by online method in furtherance of the government initiatives.

In view of above and prevailing conditions due to COVID-19, it was not possible to impart essential training to our officers by inviting them physically to the institution campus and NICF under leadership of our Director General Shri Manish Sinha has planned to provide all essential and necessary training to develop our human resource by delivering online training.